An Introduction to
the Angel Syndicate
EIS & SEIS investments into businesses that impact key global issues

Disease Diagnosis,
Prevention & Treatment

Founded 2014 | St Andrews, Scotland

Food &
Water Security

Energy Security Issues,
Climate Change & Pollution

Improvement and Sustainability
of Industrial Processes

Deep roots in Scotland
with a global perspective

Eos receives hundreds of applications for
investment each year. Of this less than 10 will
typically be taken to put in front of the Syndicate.
Not all of the businesses that present to the Eos

The Eos Syndicate comprises about 70 individuals from across business backgrounds,
who have a common interest in backing seed stage innovation in science, engineering,
and technology. When someone applies for membership, they will meet Partners from
Eos Advisory to discuss their interests. Our members come from across the World, but
all have some connection to Scotland. The trust and privacy of the Eos Syndicate
members is of paramount importance.

Syndicate are taken forwards. The level of interest
from members and also the due diligence by the
Eos executive are both crucial to qualify
opportunities for final investments. The typical
investment range for an individual member may
be anywhere between £5k and £250k depending
on the level of funding being sought and how

Meetings are organised with an agenda going out in advance setting out details of the
presenting companies. This often includes business plans, financial forecasts, and
investment summaries. Meetings are usually quarterly and are a combination of in
person, in St Andrews, and also virtual. A recording of pitches is also available to review
afterwards. There will also be occasional update presentations from portfolio
companies, which have already received an investment from Eos members.
Following the presentations from the businesses seeking investment, each member
makes their own personal investment decisions. There is no obligation, nor
commitment, for a member to make any investments.
The typical seed funding investment requirement for any one opportunity is in the
range of £200k to £2M. Where necessary and relevant, the Eos Syndicate investment
will be leveraged by matched funding from The Eos Innovation Fund, Scottish
Enterprise and via co-funding from other investors.

many other members are participating in that
investment, but is not limited.

The Eos Syndicate strives to
present tax efficient investment
opportunities which are eligible
for schemes such as the HMRC
Seed Enterprise Investment
Scheme (SEIS) and Enterprise
Investment Scheme (EIS).

Our Portfolio
15 Invested Companies
Eos are hands-on investors, which means we work closely
with our portfolio companies to build their teams and their
business plans. This is in the interest of both portfolio
companies and also our investors. Syndicates can be
transactionally motivated, whereas we see our value in
growth and successful exits.
We have often had to help companies pivot their business
plans to continue their growth and impact. Out of the 15
invested companies, 7 have had follow on rounds at either
Series A and B, with a number of exit events in the past year.

Eos invested in the Strathclyde University mycoprotein spinout, 3F Bio, in 2017 and
has worked closely with the company as it has grown from a seed stage investing
opportunity. The company signed a collaborative agreement with M&S towards the
end of 2020 to provide an alternative protein vegan range of foods. More recently,
the company signed an agreement with Unilver in May 2021 to deliver plant based
protein innovations. These positive steps for the company have been reflected in
the capital journey, and investor sentiment towards the firm, with a Series A of
£6.16m taking place in 2018 and a Series B of €43m being finalised in June 2021. Eos
continues to work with 3F Bio closely to maximise impact, as well as returns for
investors.

£400k Seed Round | £6.26m Series A | €43m Series B

Cumulus Oncology is Europe's first cancer drug accelerator and It develops new
oncology treatments that target the unmet medical needs of specific cancer
patient populations. Eos first identified the opportunity to invest in this company in
2020 and subsequently was lead investor of the first external round of £1.7m. Eos
also appointed an Eos partner as Investment Director onto the Cumulus board,
which is testament to Eos' supportive role with respect to portfolio companies.
Since investing, the female led company has gone from strength to strength,
having appointed new hires, expanding operations to the USA and funding its first
spin-out, Modulus Oncology in 2020.

£1.7m Seed Round - Eos lead investor (£1.425m)

Impact investing in science,
engineering in technology
Eos Syndicate members appoint a Management Company to run all
the affairs of the Syndicate. This Management Company is Eos
Advisory LLP.
The day-to-day administration of all the investment applications and
the short-listing of suitable opportunities is carried out by the
Management Company, as is the investment transaction process
and portfolio management.
If members choose to make an investment offer they will decide the
terms of their offer with the Management Company and agree to
any external transaction costs involved with the investee business as
part of their offer. With investments which Management Company
leads, there is normally the option for an Investment Director role
within the invested company, which can be selected from Syndicate
members.

Membership rules

syndicate@eos-advisory.com

There is an annual membership fee of £250 and
there are no transaction fee charged to each
member participating in an investment.

